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Large .Deviations and Applications

29. 11. bis 5. 12. 1992

Zu dieser Tagung unter der gemeinsamen Leitung von E. Bolthausen
(Zürich), J. Gärtner (Berlin) und S. R. S. Varadhan (New York) trafen
sich Mathematiker und mathematische Physiker aus den verschieden
sten Länder~ mit einem breiten Spektrum von Interessen. -,

Die· Theorie vom asymptotischen Verhalten der Wahrscheinlichkeiten
großer Abweichungen ist einer der Schwerpunkte der jüngeren wahr
scheinlichkeitstheoretischen. Forschung. Es handelt sich um eine Prä
zisierung von Gesetzen großer Zahlen. Gegenstand der Unterstt$un
gen sind sowohl die Skala als auch 'die Rate des exponentiellen Abfalls
der kleinen .Wahrscheinlichkeiten, mit·denen ein untypisches Verhal
ten eines stochastischen Prozesseß auftritt. Die Untersuchung dieser
kleinen Wahrscheinlichkeiten ist -rür viele Fragestellungen interessant.

Wichtige Themen der Tagung waren:

• - Anwendungen großer Abweichungen in der Statistik
- Verschieden~ Zugänge zur Theorie großer Abweichungen
- Stochastische ProzE'ßSe in zufälligen Medien .
- Wechselwirkende Teilchensysteme und ihre Dynamik
- Statistische Mechanik, Thermodynamik
- Hydrodynamischer Grenzübergang
-. Verhalten von Grenzflächen, monomolekulare Schichten
- Dynamische Systeme und zufällige Störu'ngen
- Langreichweitige Wechselwirkung, Polymere
- Stochastische Netzwerke

Die Tagung hatte 47 Teilnehmer, es wurden 42 Vorträge gehalten.
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Abstracts

G. Ben Arous (joint work with A. Guionnet)

Langevin dynamics for spin glasses

We study the dynamics for the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model of spin
glasses. More precisely, we take a soft spin model suggested by Som
polinski and Zippelius. Thus we consider diffusions interacting with a
Gaussian random potential of S-K-type.

(1) We give an "annealed" large·deviation principle for the empirica1 .'
measure at the proceßS level. We deduce from this an annealed law
of large numbers and a centrallimit theorem. The limit process is
a new object, 8 nonlinear and non-Markovian process.

(2) We then show how for certain initial measures this can give the
"quenched" law of large numbers and we see again that the disor
der in the interaction produces non-Markovianity of the limit.

All this is valid only above a critical temperature on a given interval
of time or before a critica1 time at a given temperature.

Anton BotJier (joint work with V. Gaymrrl and P. Picco)

Thermodynamics of the Hopfleld model

We study the Hopfield model of 8 neural network in the spirit of .disor
dered mean field models of spin systems. The disorder here resides in
the coupling matrix Ji; = (1IN) E==l xfx7, where {xf} is a family of
i. i. d. random variables taking the values +1 and -1 with equal prob-
ability. Properties of this model depend crucially on the parameter m. •
We present the following results:

(1) In the cases where m/N '\, 0, aB N / 00, we prove that the
free energy of this model convergeß to that of the standard Curie
Weiss model, almost surely. Moreover, we show that to each of
the vectors x'" there corresponds, for T < 1, Gibbs measures in
the infinite volume limit that are concentrated on configurations
having overlap a(T) with the vector xl', and overlap zero with all
other vectors x", 11 :F #J.

(2) In the case where mlN = er, with er sufficiently small, we show
that the structure of the Gibbs measures remains the same as
before, for T-:5 T(er) < 1, where T(er) ~ 1 as er '\, O.
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Prancis Comets
Erdös-Renyi laws and Gibbs measures

Erdös-Renyi type of laws state that in a given sampIe af size n, one
will observe in subsampIes of size (Ilt) logn all deviations with rate of
decay less or equal to t (t > 0), with probability 1 8S n --+ 00.

(1) We give general formulations of this result, for the empirical field
or process under the condition of uniform large deviation ~timat~
(or hypermixing processes).

(2) We give applications to Gibbs measures, and we study in. this
case the limit t '\, O. The result then yields positive answers to
questions like: Can we detect phase transition fram a single (hut
large) sampIe? Can we leam same information on the other Gibbs
measures? ".~~~..

Ted Cox (joint work with Andreas Greven and Tokuzo Shiga):'~

Finite 8:Dd infinite systems of interacting diffusions
The subject of this talk is a theorem relating the asymptotic behavior
of large finite systems of inter~tingdiffusions and the corr~ponding

infinite system. The infinite system x(t) = {x,(t), i E. Zd} is the
Markov process determined by

dXi(t) = [L a(i,j)xj(t) - Xi(t)] dt + Vg(Xi(t)) dWi(t) (*)
;EZd ~~."

where a(i, j) is an irreducible rand~mwalk kerneion Zd, g: (0, ~"] -:-+ JR+ .
is Lipsthitz, 9(0) = g(1) = 0, 9 > 0 on '(0, 1), and {W,(t)} is a family
·of independent Brownian motions. "There is a family {1I8, 8 e. [0, 1] }
of invariant measures for x(t) with E""x, = 9. The finite systems
xN(t) = {xf(t), i E (-N,N]d} are defined by an e<luation like (*)
treating (-N,N]d" as a"torus. The ~n result is th~t under same

. conditions, for tN i 00 wi~h N, tN/(2N)d -+ 8 e [0,1],' .

.c(xN(tN))~ ( Q(O,d8)IIB .
J[Ot1]

where Q(e, · ) is the· transition of a certain diffusion on [0, 1]. In par
ticular, we see that if tN = o(Nd) 88 N -+ 00 then l,(xN (tN» ~ vQ ' so
that theinvariant measures of the ißfinite system describe the behavior
of the finite systems far times up to 8 certain order.
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P. Dai Pm

Large deviatioDS for intera~ing particle systems

We study the !arge deviation of the space-time empirical averages of
a d-dimensional stochastic spin system whose Markov semigroup is
generated by the operator

Lf(u) = E C(11iU) [/(u'>' - I(u)]
iEZei

where ", is the shift on"{-l, l}Zcl and (fi(j) = (-1)6i10'(j). We prove ei

,a nd+1-!arge deviation principle for the empirical process

1 inRn,,,, = d+l E 6t/Jt,iW dt,
n. }cl 0_e{O,l, ...,n-l

where w e Cl = D(R., {-I, l}Zcl) and 11t ,i are the space-time shift maps
on 0, and we identify the rate function. Moreover, we prave that
the zeros' of the .rate function' correspond to the invariant measures
for the system. We also give results on some related problems, aB the
"contraction" to deviations of lower level and critical !arge deviations
for non-ergodic systems.

Dooold A. Dawson

Some comments OD the hierarchical mean-fleld limit

We begin with a system of a !arge number of components where in
teractiODS are organized in 8 hierarchical manner. The kth level of
the hierarcby is comprised of N objects of the (k - l)st'level and the •
strength of the. interaction decreases 8S a functian of the hierarc4ical
distance (and also 88 a function of N). The single level hierarchy in the
limit N .... 00 is known 8S the mean-field limit. The esse in which N is
fixed and Je -+ 00 corresponds to the thermodynamic limit. The hierar
chical mean-field limit corresponds to the finite or infinite hierarchy in
the N -+ 00 limite The effect of taking the limit N -+ 00 is to separate
the natural time scales or spatial scales relevant to the different levels
of the hierarchy. Ta illustrate this we consider two examples. Th~ first
is the continuous spin ferromagnetic model. In joint work with Jürgen
Gärtner this hierarchical mean-field limit of this ferromagnetic. model
is analysed using' multilevel large deviation theory 8S N -+ 00. This
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analysis leads to 8 notion of discrete symmetry breaking in the mean
field limit. The second model eonsidered is the stepping stone model
arising in population genetics. This model has been analysed in joint
work with Andre8s Greven using multiple time scale analysis. This
work shows that the criteria for eontinuous symmetry breaking in this
model in the hierarchical mean-field and in the thermodynamie limit
sense are in fact equivalent for a IaI:ge family of interaetion strengths.

Prank den Hollander (joint work with A. Greven)

Large deviations ror a random walk in random environment

Let w = (P:r)xEZ be an i. i. d. collection of (O,l)-valued random vari
ables. Given w, let (Xn)n~O be the Markov chain on Z defined by
Xo = 0 and X n+1 = Xn :J: 1 ~ith probability PXn resp. 1 - PXn • It is
shown that Xn/n satisfies a large deviation principle, i. e., : ~.

1
lim .-log Pw(Xn = 19n nJ) = -1(8) W-8. s. for.any On -+ (J E [-1, 1).

n-+OO n _ '.'

First we derive a representation of the rate function 1 in terms of a
variational. problem. Seeond we solve the latter explicitly in terms of
random continued fractions. This leads to a classification and qualita
tive deseription ofthe shape of I. ~n the recurrent esse 1 is non-analytic
at f! = O. In the transient esse 1 is non-analytic at 9 = ~8e, 0, 8e for
same Oe ~ 0, with linear pieces in between.

J.-D. Deuschel (joint work with A. Pisztora and C. Newman)

Critical large deviations

Let Po be a product measure on n = Ez
d

and denote by RN(W) =
.(l/IVNI) LkEVN OSIcW the empirical field of the b~x VN = [1, NJd. For
a given interaction potential Il, define the approximate microcanonical
distribution J.'N,6( · ) = Po( · flUN - 111 :5 6), where UN is the average
energy of VN . Large deviatioIlS' show that the law of the empirical
field RN converges at a volume exponentia! rate on the set of Gibbs
distributions at an appropriate inverse temperature ß = ß(u). In esse
of phase transition, we expect that RN concentrates on the extremal
Gibbs stat~. We show that a surface exponentia! rate occurs for the
Ising model. The central estimate is a surface-order large deviations for
the empirical magnetization of the free boundary Gibbs distribution.
The method uses F-K-percolation at sufficiently small temperature and
the isoperimetrie ~timate..
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Hennann Dinges
Second order large deviatioDS
We start with 8 family of distributions {~(XE) : e --+ O} =:= {Pe(X) dx:
E -+ O} on U C JRd of the form (uniformlyon compaets)

Pc(x) dx = (21rE)-d/2

X exp(-~K(x) - Ko(x) - eKl(X) + o(e))dx1 •• • dXd·

K( .) is not necessarily the Legendre-transform of a eumulant gen-
eratillg function. Just K(·) smooth and K(x·) = 0 for same x·, •
K(x) > 0 for x :/= x·, K"(·) positive definite (Ko(·) and K 1(·) are ,I

required to satisfy certain smoothness conditions as weIl.) For nice sets
A = {x: F(x) ~ const} we find an asymptotie expansion

I '
A(Pr(Xe E A» = -K(i) + (Ho(x» + 6(x» + O(e),

E

where A(p) = [~-l(p)]2 /2, K(i) = inf{ K(x) : x E 8A}, e5(i) vanishes
when A is a ha!fspace, and

Ho(x) = ~ ln[KI(~i-lK' (X)] + Ko(x) + ~ ln IdetK"(x) I·

In the second part of the lecture such an asymptotie expansion was
given explieitly in a particular esse; we ,studied an approximation of
the 80 called non-central t-distribution

T(n) := y
.~ 1_1 ",n . - 2
V n-l LJi=1(YiY)

in the general esse and in the special Gaussian case

f(n) = {J + (1/vfn)Zo

velin) E:=l Zl
with zo, Zl, · .. , Zn indep"endent standard normal. Then

Pr.., (f(n) ::5 11 + 0 )"

, vl-tl(a+")

(
"In 1 [ 2K(", a) ] )

~ ~ ±v2 nK(11.o) - 2ln 02(1 + (1/2)11(0 + 11)) + rest

. where 2K(17, a) = a2 - a(a + 17) -ln[l - a(a + t?)] for a E (-00, +00).
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Richard S. Ellis (joint work with Paul Dupuis)

A stochastic optimal control approach to the theory of large deviatioDS

We present a new and widely applicable approach to the theory of large
deviations which is based on stochastic optimal control theory. In our
opinion, this approach reduceB many aspects of the theory of large
deviations to the theory of weak converg~nceof probability measures.
We demonstrate the versatility of the approach by applying it to three
diverse large deviation problems:

(1) small random perturbations of dynamical systems with continuous
statistics, ., .

(2) small random perturbations of dynamical systems with discontin-
uous statistics, . .

(3) the empirical measures of Markov chains with continuous statistics
and with discontinuous statistics. ."

While our main goal is to exhibit a general methodology, the technique
allows, in the examples considered, 8 weakening of the assumptionS that
have previously been used in proving the large deviation principle. We
also obtain a number of new results.

Klaus Fleischmann (joint work with I~ge"!,ar Ha;)

Large deviation probabillties ror some rescaled superprocesses.

Large deviations' .are discussed for the "continuous super-Brownian ~o

tion inlRd in the case of"an asymptotically small branching rate. Based
on a complete blow-up property for the related cumulant equation some
L 2-fonnula far the rate function8J. is derived. This formula might have
same applications, as weIl as might. give some hints concerning on e~en~

tual general theary for large deviations for measure-valued diffusions
behind this particular example of 8 super-Brownian motion.

Mark Preidlin

Random perturbations of dynamical systems with cOnserWtioD laws

The evolution of first integrals along the trajectori~of the perturbed
syste~ is considered. After proper rescaling of time the first integral
converges to a diffusion proc~ on a graph corr~pondingto the conser
vation Law. Under certain assumptions conceming the non-perturbed
system on the level set of the fust integral the limiting process turns
out to be Markovian. The limiting process is defined. by a family cf

.7
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second order differential operators and by 8 collection of gluing con
ditions in the vertices. The operators are the resu1t of averaging over
the connected components of the level sets. The gluing conditions are
calculated on the vertices of the graph corr~onding to the ~ddle

points of the first integral (i! it is defined by a smooth function). The
extremal points of the first integral corra-;pond to those vertices which
are inacc~ble for the limiting process, and no boundary conditions
should be ~ven at th~e points.

Tadahisa F'unaki

Hydrodynamic limit for one-dimensional exclusion processes

We consider a particle system on the one-dimell8ional periodie lattice
with hard core exclusion. The jump rate is spatially homogeneous, non
degenerate and satisfies the detailed balance condition.with r~ect to
8 trivial Hamiltonian H == O. The' Bernoulli measures are therefore
reversible for the dynamics. For-this model, the non-equilibrium fiuc
tuation problem (in the gradient case by using the method of Chang
Yau) and the hydrodynamic limit -(in the general non-gradient case by
applying the method of Varadhan; this part is due to Uchiyama) are
disctissed. The basic taols are the logarithmic Sobolev inequality and
the spectral gap for the exclusion process.

Hans-Otto Georgii (joint work (in part) with H. Zessin)

Large deviatioDS for Gibbsian point random BeleIs

We present a!arge deviation principle for the stat~onaryempirical fields
for systems of marked point particles in boxa-; An TlRd . The particle
distributiuns are Gibbsian relative to one of the following typeß of in
teraction:

(1) interactions of possibly infinite range with hard-core repulsion,
(2) superstable pair interactions of finite range, -
(3) interactiODS of mean-neld type depending on the particle marks~

(4) nearest-particle interactions far d = 1.

In the cases (2) and (4) we impose periodie boundary conditions. Since
~he underlying topology is chosen fine enough, the contraction principle
then gives Us a !arge deviation principle for the "individu~ empirical
fields" defined by averaging over the particle positions. We also pr~nt
a maximum entropy principle implying a general version of the equiv
alence of ensembles.

8
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Andreas Greven (joint work with J4rank den Holland.er)

A variational characterization oe the speed of 8 one-dimensional self
repellent random walk

Let Q~ denote the probability measure of an n-step randorn walk
(0, SI, ... ,Sn) on Z obtained by weighting the simple random walk
with the factor (1 - a) for every self-intersection. This is a model for
a one-dimensional polymer. We prove that for every Q E (0,1) there
exists 0·(0) E (0,1) such that

lim Q~(ISnl E [O·(a) -E, O·(a) +El) ="1 for every e > o.
n-+oo n

We give a characterization of S·(a) in terms of the l~gest eigenvalue
of a one-parameter family of N x N matrices, which allows us to-prove
that 0* is an analytic function, 8·(0).= 0, 6·(1) = 1, and 0·(%) E(0, 1)
for x E (0,1). Besides far the speed we prove alimit law for the loeal
times of the walke The techniqu~used enable us to treat more general
forms of self-repellence involving multiple intersectionS.

c. Kipnis and S. Olla (joint work with C. Landim)

Hydrodynamies for the generalized exclusion process

The generalized exclusion process with at most two particles per alte
is one of the simpl~t infinite particle systems which is non-gradient,
with product-form invariant measures and for which one can~::~prove

hydrodynamical limits. The limiting equation is, as expected, of the
form 8t l! = 8x (a(e)8x e) where a is given by a variational formula.

i'

I.

'. • A. J. Kometch (joint work with E. Kopylova and N. Ratanov)

The stabilization of statistics in wave equations with mixing

There exist many statistical equilibrium phenomena in physics related
to Hamiltonian infinite-dimensional systems' of mathematical physics,
for example Gibbs me8Sur~ in statistieal mechanics and the black
body emission law in electrodynamics. The phenomena lead us to a
problem of "statistical stal;>ilization". This means that th~e statistia; .
appear as t -+ 00 for the solutions of equations considered when the
initial statistics at t = 0 is "almost arbitrary". We prove such sta
bilization for the linear wave equation and also for the Klein-Gordon
equation with constant or variable coefficients in Rn, where n ~ 2.

9
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We assume that the initial statistics fit the Rosenblatt-Ibragimov mix
ing condition and that they are homogeneous in x E Rn. In the esse
of constant coefficients We use the explicit formula for the solution and
apply the extention of the "rooms-corridors" method of S. N. Bern
~tein, M. Rosenblatt, and Ibragimov-Linnik. In the esse of variable
coefficients there is no of explicit formula. We reduce the case to the
constant coeflicients esse by the scattering theory. But the total energy
of solutions coDSidered is infinity almost surely because of the homo
geneity ofthe initial data (and the solutions). Then we·must construct
the scatteriDg theonr for 801utions of infinite energy. . •
The result is: the statistics of solutions at time t converge to same '
GaUB8ian measure aB t -+ 00. This is the analogue of the central limit
theorem for the Hamiltonian systems considered. Note that the Gibbs
measures far our linear equations "Blust" be Gaussian, because their
Hamilton functioDS are quadratic forms. This means for the large devi-
atioDS of the solutions, coDSidered in each bounded .region of spare ]Rn:

We can a1most surely tame the initial data to be very" small bounded
functioDS in IllR

• But, 88 t -+ 00, the solution at the considered point
(or the energy in the considered region) may be arbitrary large.

A. P. Korostelev

Action ftmctional for dynamical systems with discontinuities

A we11-known "continuous mapping" method is applied to a piecewise
siDooth dynamical system·having a surface of "stahle discontinuity"..
For ~uch a system disturbed by a standard white Gaussian naise of a
small intensity e, i. e. for the solution of the stochastic equation

the action functional (i. e. the rate function governing the large devi
ations) is obtained. The .basic idea is that there exists a continuous
mapping F: COtT ~ COtT, which ja Lipschitz in the space of con
tinuoUB functions COtT and satisfies X~ = F(eW). Moreover, there
exists another mapping G: COtT -+ COtT such that G(eW) = r where
r(t) = J: I(Xf(B) > 0) ds, i. e. r(t) is the staying-time of XE(t) in
the positive half-space (we assume without lass of generality that the
surface of discontinuity is described by Xl = 0). If VJ E COtT' and
t/J =F(cp), ~ = G(cp), then the inverse mapping has an explicit expres-

. sion: cp = t/J - f b+(t/J) dlJ - Jb_(1/J) d(t - p,) where b± are one-sided
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limits of b on the surface of discontinuity. Thus, appling' the large devia
tion principle for the Wiener proc~ one gets without any'cumbersome
calculation the action functional for the joint procESS (X~, .,r):

.I(,p, p) = ~lT

IItb - b+~ .:... b_(l - MII2.- .

The extensions to jumping procESSeS are discussed. It" is known that
if one of the three staying-times (in the positive or the "negative half...
space, or that on the surface of discontinuity) is vanishing, then the
approach applies. In particular, the large deviations for the solution
of xe = -csgn(XE) +ee, where eE is the rescaled Poisson process, are
governed by the action functional .

I(,p,P) = l T

Lo(tb + cM where Lo(u)= 1 +UIOg(u/e~-
But the same equation noised'by the two-sided Poisson process (jwDps
±1 with probability 1/2) leads to a problem that has na simple solution.

C. Landim
An application of large deviation principles for the empirical measures
of interacting particle systems

We consider the symmetrie simple exclusion,process for which a large
deviation ·principle for the empirical measure was provoo by Kipnis,
011a ~nd Varadhan in finite volume and extended to infinite vol~e by
Landim. We abtain' a large deviation principle·.far the occup~tlön1time
of a site in this model as a consequence öf the previous .reswt in one
dimension. .

Tzong- Yow Lee .

Large deviations for branching diffusions

For abranching Brownian motion starting fram the origin with niul
tiplication· rate e-1C and diffusivity eD, write :pe the for pr~bability
measure and EE far the expectation. We ask:

( ) pe {samPIe tree has at least one I-branch in} """" ?
1 a tiny "neigqborhood" of <P(S), 0 $ S$ 1 ..... : I

( ) -. pe {samPIe tree has at least one 2-branch} """" ?
2 in a tiny f'neighborhood" of (<PI, <P2) ..... • I

L_

(3) pe {R1 "J b1 , R2 '" b-J} x ?,

11
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where x means logarithmic equivalence aB e ~. 0 and Rt denotes the
position of the rightmost particle at time t. Problems (1) and (2) are
answered, .for problem (3) a. partial solution is given..

J. T. Letuis
Thermodynamical aspects of large deviatioDS

The use in risk theory of intensive parameters analogous to the thermo
dynamic temperature (Martin-Löf 1986) prompts the qUeBtion: Under
what conditions does the machinery of equilibrium thermodynamiCß
apply in the theory of !arge deviations? In joint work with eh. Pfi
ster (Lausanne), we examine the thermodynamic formaJism of Ruelle
(1965) and Lanford (1973) in the setting of probability measures on
Banach spaces. We define 8 Lanford entropy function and a grand
'canonical pressure and give conditions for the equivalence of ensem
bles. Motivated by Gibbs' axiomatization of thermodynaIDics (Gross
1982), we define a Gibbs entropy function~ We give conditions for the
Lanford entropy function to exist and be a Gibbs entropy function; we
examine the connection with the !arge deviation principle (cf. 0 'Brien
and Vervaat 1990).

[1] Martin-Löf, A.: Entropy: a useful tool in risk theory.· Scand.
Actuarial J. 1986, 223-235.

[2] Ruelle, D.: J. Math. Phys. 6, 201-209 (1965).
[3] Lanford, O. E.: 1971 BatteIle Lectures, LNP 20 (1973).
[4] Gross, 'L.: Saint Flour X-1980, LNM 929 (1982).
[5] O'Brien, G., Vervaat, W.: Capacities, Large Deviations and Log

Log Laws, York Univ. Report 90/19 (1990).

Matthias LÖWe
Larp deviatioDS for U-statistics

Let (X.).eN be a sequence of i. i. d. random variables taking values in
some Polish probability space X with common law 1t'. It is well-known
that

and

12
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are "good" estimators for Ewm(h), where h: Xrr:& -+ IRd is some in-;
tegrable. function. Under the condi~ion that the moment generating
function of h and every "diagonal" of h exist, we derive a large devia
tion principle for the distributions of Un and Vn . In both of the cases
the rate function is given by

where H( ·11T") de~otes the usual entropy 'with respect to 1T. Our
key taols are the contraction principle, Sanov's theorem and Ei graph...
theoretic result about the factorization of complete hypergraphs due
to Baranyai. .

. :..~~~
Peter Major ..

Phase transition in random external magnetic field - a conjecture

We discussed a one-dimensionallong-range interaction model with a
random external magnetic field. Our conjecture is that there is aphase·
transition in this model at low temperatures: This conjecture follows
from a large deviation -result about the distribution of the average spin
in this model. We claim that the rate function appearing in this rE'ßult
is not convex in a certain region. Thus convexity is the cause of the
phase transition, and its appearance'is closely related to the long-range
interaction of the model.

M. B. Maljutow

Large d~viations in search ro~ signiflcant variables of a ~ction

A function f(Xl' ... ' Xt) of a vast number of variables may be ex-
.pressed in the form g(X~l' ... , x~.) where Al, ... , A. is a sequence of
unknown indices and s is small compared to t. Choosing the se
quence X(i) = (xl(i), ... ,xt(i», i = 1, ..·.,N, arbitrarily, we observe
the values of a random variable Zi which are related to the sequence
of Yi = j(X(i) via transition probabilities T(ZiIYi). Measurements
are independent given the sequence X(l), ... , X(N). The main quan
tity of intereßt is the J;I1inimal sampie size N, which guarantees the
correct decision on X= Al, ... , A. with probability of error not ex
ceeding E. The cases of static and sequential designs are in~tigated.

In both cases the upper e$timate is N, :5 const x In t when t -+ 00

and s is constant. Of special interest is the additive smooth model
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g(X1, ... , Xe) "= E:=190(Xo ), disturbed by an additive noise. Under
the condition of subgaussian tales of errors A. Korostelev proved the
large deviation estimate for the rather unexpected statistic-inconsistent
estimate of~ = f~1 g~(x) dx, assuming that all functions 90 and their
derivatives are bounded and S: ~ d > o. This estimate is the base for
obtainjng the estimate for N, mentioned·above. For sequential design
the simple lemma on large deviations for supernuUtingales allows us to
obtain the same asymptotics in a more simple way. Some lower bounds
for N, are reviewed and esses, where estimates for N, are precise, are
mentioned. •

A. A. Mogulskii (joint work with A. A. Borovkov)

.Larp deviation theorems for likelihood estimators

Let 41(8), 02(9), ... be i. i. d. random fields in (C(8), B), where C(e)
is a linear &pace of continous functions !(8), 8 E ·e, and eisa closed
bounded subset of JR". We call a ·vector 8t E e at which An (8) =
41(8) + .. · + an(9) attains its maximum a ma:z:imum point 01 An (8):

The vector 8t is not uniquely defined. Therefore, we define "upper"
and "lower" distributions of 9: by the formu1ae

and

'p-(Bt E B)'= P(maxAn(fJ) > max An(fJ»).
BeB Be9\B

In this talk we study the "fine" asymptotics of the sequence

Peter E. Ne:y
Large deviatioDS in llld

Let X l ,X2 , •.• be i. i. d. random variables taking valueß in ]lld, Sn =
E~Xi, A(Q) = E e(OC,Xl) for Q ERd, and V(A) = {Q: A(a) < oo}.
If V(A) does nQt contain a neighborhood of the origin, then the level
sets of A*(x) = sUPoc((Q,x) - A(Q»), XE lRd , will not be compact, and
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the !arge deviation principle upper bound may fall. However, if the
level sets of A* can be suitably approximated by half-spaces, then an
upper boilnd can be proved. Necessary and sufficient conditions are
given fOl- such an approximation to be possible. They boil down. to
the property that the gererating functions of certain marginal random
variables should not be degenerate (i. e.. ~ 00 away from -0).. The
above results are extenq.ed to approximation and separation theo~ems

for the conjugate f"* of an essentially arbitrary convex function f. The
"hypotheseS are expressed in terms of the domain D(/). This leads
to a classification'·of the sections of f· into "elliptic", "parabolic" and
"hyperbolic" classes, which are natural extensions of the co~c seetions.

Esa Nummelin

A matrix representation ror the one-dimensional transfer operator .
We consider the transfer operator .l, defined by i:~·"

.l,f(iC:oo ) = Ll(i:oo)f(i:oo )

'1
where i~oo E A XN_, A isa finite alphabet, l and / are lower semicon
tinuous non-negative functions on A xN_. We eonstruet a non-negative
matrix Q with index set S equal to the collection "of finite:" sequences"of
A-symbols, ahd such that "

.cI;- = LQ(i*,j*)I,-,.,.
where li- is the indicator of a cylinder i* E S. Under the ~ualvariation

conditions we establish positive and geometrie recurrence properti~

of Q. These are related to the eigenvalue problem for the transfer
operator .c (Ruelle's Perron-Ftobenius theorem). "

E~ A. Pechersky

The large deviations rar a simple infon;nation network
We consider a tandem system 8S on, this pictute

~ CLJ~ c::J:J--+
defined by i. i. d. vectors (Ti, el J e?). These T, are intervals" between
messages and the et are the times for transmitting messages thiough
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the j-th node. We assume that P(Ti > x) = e-~%, Eef = /.Lj, and
V'j(8) = Ee8({. Then (I/x) logP(w > x) -+ - min{ßl,ß2}, where w
is the total waiting time of a message in the tandem, and the ßj are
defined by the equation ,Bj = '\(<pj(ßj)-l). .

eh. Pfister
Large deviatioDS· and the isoperimetrie problem in Ising model

The rate fuilction of the empirical magnetization is computed explicit
ly in the case of coexistence of phases. The rate function is given by
the minimum of 8 variant of the classical isoperimetrie problem. The •
computation is done in two dimensions. If r(n) is the surface tension
in the direction n e R2 , IInll = 1, then for -m· < x < m*

~ - ~ lnPrpt
L
C;LI L q(t) rv X )

. teAL

= min{l r(n): 'Y closed simple curve such that 'Y C AL

.. and the interior of 'Y has volume ~~% }

where JJA
L

is the Gibbs measure in a square box AL cif volume L 2 , with
(+)-boundary condition and m· = limL-+oolEp;t}q(t».

A. A. Puhalskii
W~ convergenC8 theory approach to Jarge deviatioDS

We use ideas and methods of weak convergence theory to establish
large deVIation results analogous to thos~ for weak convergence. The •
main result is an analogue of Prohorov's theorem. Say that a sequence
(Pn)"eN of probability measures on the Borel u-field of a topological
space is large deviation relatively compact if any subsequence contains
a further subsequence obeying the large deviation principle with same
rate function. Then the theorem states that for a Tychonov space
exponential tightn818 of (Pn)nEN impliE'S large deviation relative COID

pactness. For a .Polish space the converse is also true. The tbeorem
is appUed to study large deviations of semimartingalac30 Ta this end,
we introduce for large deviations analogues of the methods of finite
dimensional convergence and of martingale problems in weak conver-
gence. This allows U8 to obtain new results on large deviations of
semjmartingales with· paths in the Skorohod space.
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Jeremy Quastel .
Large deviations from a hydrodynamic scaling limit ror 8 non-gradient
system

. We consider the symmetrie simple exclusion process with coloured, but
meehanically identical particles a.s a simple, but physically motivated,
example of a non-gradient system. Coulour density profiles are shown

. to have a hydrodynamic scaling limft which appears as 8 law of large
numbers far an apprapriate sequence of measures. The limiting equa
tion has the form

e :;= ~\7A(e)x(e)Ve, e(O) = eo,
wheie A is a matrix involving the self-diffusion constant, Da(P) is
the limiting eovariance of a test particle in density e, and X denot~

the compressibility. Large deviations ~e calculated from this scaling
limit with a rate funetion which is approximately the H~l norm with
"weights" A-1(g).

Uwe Schmock
Maximun entropy principle for uniformly ergodie ~arkov chains

Results of Bolthausen a~d myself (1989) about themaximum entropy
principle for the empirical proeffiS of uniformly ergodie discret~time

Markov chains are extended to more general empirical processes by
putting more restrictive assumptions on the functionalH of the empiri
cal process {Ln}nEN. Using a special construction, multivariateO em
pirical processes and certain continuous-time Mar~ov. proeesses with
continuous paths can be treated. The weak aecumulation points of the
sequence {IPn}nEN of transformed path measurffi,. defined by 11

e· iP. (A) = lE[lA exp(nH(Ln »]
n lE[exp(nH(Ln ))] ,

A c n measurable,

are mixtures of Markov chains minimizing a ce~ain free energy. The
proof reHes on large deviation results in the r-topology for Markov
process, which are due to Bolthausen (1987).

S. B. Shlosman
Droplet condensation: Large and moderate deviatioDS at the phase

.transition
Deviations are studied for the sum SN = (Tl +... +UN ofthe random
variables (7, = ±1, whic.h are distributed according to the Ising model

17
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•lnPr{SN ='b} - .
{E{SN} - b}(11-1)/1l =ON{l}.

So the re~on of 4eviatioDS around E(SN )_Nv/(v+l) contains a thresh
old where the cOndensation of microscopic (f'J In N) droplets to macro
scopic droplet ("J Nie with K, ~ 1/(v.+ 1» takes place.

random field with inverse temperature ß ~ ßcrit, on the v-dimensional
lattice. The magnetic field is zero, and (+)-phase is considered. It
is shown that for deviations b such that b - E(SN) ~ -cNQ with
Q < II/{II + 1), far some c >0, one has

2
Pr{SN = b} = exp{-IN(b)}(l + oN(I»,

. J21rDN,b

where DN,b is the "tilted" variance, and IN( · ) is the rate function. In
the complementary region b - E(SN) ~ -cN'Y, 'Y > II/(V + 1), c > 0,
one has

.1

Herbert Spohn
Large scale dynamics in stochastic models for interfaces

The statistical mechanics of surfaces is modelled conveniently in terms
of effective interface models. They are given by a real valued field, q"
over the lattice Zd. The surface is the graph of this function. The field
has the energy

H = L V(q,(x) - t/>(y»,
(Z,1I)

wh~ (z, y) is a pair of nearest neighbors and V is convex and bounded
aB V(t!» ~ cl tI>I1+6, 6 > O. Clearly His invariant under the global
shift ,(x) -+ t/J(x) +4, which is needed to have the interpretation of a
surface energy. To H there corresponds 8 d-parameter family of Gibbs •
measures. They should be thought of being defined on the difference
variables q,(71) - ,(x), Ix - tli = 1. They are defined by taking the
infinite volume limit at ~ed tUt, t/J(z) = u· x for x E BA. We consider
pure relaxational dynamics

8H
d4>t{x} = 8q,{x} {q,t} dt + dWt{x)

w.ith independent Brownian motions of each site. The goal is to prove
a law of large numbers in the form

limE~" /(ex)etPE;-2t(X) = Jddr f(r)h(r,t). (*)
~~O . L...J

z
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The macroscopic height profile should satisfy

8' d 8 '
ßtht = IJ. L 8r (Ta(Vht)

0=1 Q

with J.t the mobility and u the surface tension, O'Q(u) = .JLu(u). EIe-
oUo

ments of the proof of (*) are discussed.

Jose! Steinebach
Exponential large deviatioDS of th~-mean under special spherical dis
tributions

Consider an n-dimensional sampIe X = (Xl, . ~ '. ,Xn ) under a spherical
distribution, i. e. X = JJ+e, p, E Rn, where the distribution of the error

. ~a

vector e has a An-density ';-;'

~ I
,i

(1')

generated by a nonnegative. measurable function gO with positive nor~;

malization' c(n; g). We are interested ih convergence rates ·af the least
squares estimate of a possible common Iilean of Xl, . .. ,Xn , that is, we
want .to investigate the large deviations of 0', •

~here g > 0, Xn = (1In) E::l Xi and jj. = (l/n) E::1 JJi. For a class
of spherical distributions generated by so, function 9 of type . ,

'j

(2)

(a, b, c, d positive constants), the following large deviation results can
be established:

Theorem. Under spherical distribution of X according to (1) with 9
as in (2), we have 8S n --+ 00, . .

(i) if d ~ 2, then log P{An ) IV -c{ne2)d/2,
(ii) if 1 < d :5 2, then log P{An) I'V -!(cd)2/dn 2(1-1/d)e2, .

(üi) if 0 < d ~ 1, then P(An)/exp(-Qnß) -+ +00 far ,all Q,ß >0
("no exponential rate").

19 . i
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the corresponding rate functions and covariance functionals and derive
same asymptotic microcanonical distributions.

w. A. Woyczynski (joint work with J. Szulga and J. A. Mann)

Large deviation techniques in analysis of monomolecular layers

The partition function of a statistical mechanical system of hard oval
shaped moleeules moving on real line and with rotational degree of
freedorn, is replaced by its Poissonized version, which, in turn, can be
analyzed via large deviation techniques when considered in the thermo-e. dynamic limit.

H.-T. Yau (joint work with Shenglin Lu)
Spectral gap and logarithmic Sobolev inequality ror the Glaub~~.and
Kawasaki dynamics ,-.

We prove that there is a spectral gap uniformly with respect to t~e vol
urne and b~undarycondition for the Glauber dynamics. If the Glauber
dynamies is replaced by the Kawasaki'dynamics then the spectral gap'
is proved to shrink"by 1/L2. We assume same mixing conditions for
the Gibbs state t9 hold. Furthermore, we prove a similar res~t for the
logarithmic Sobolev inequality except for the Kawasaki dynamics.for
dimension d > 1. .

•
Sandy L. Zabell.(joint work with J. H. Dinwoodie) .'

Large deviations rar sequences of mixtures .~

Say that a family {PB : 8 E 8, n 2: I} is exponentially continuous if
when 9n -+ (J, one has that {Psn}satisfies a large deviation principle
with rate function ,x(8, v) for each 8 E 8. In this case, if IJ is a measure
on 8, then pn := Je PödJJ satisfies a large deviation principle with
rate function inf{ A(8, v) : 8 E supp(",)} provided e is compact and
given weak regularity conditiollS; see Dinwoodie and Zabell, Annals 0/
Probability, 1992. In this talk I discuss to what extent the conditions of
this theorem can be weakened; 8 necessary and sufficient condition far
exponential continuity is g~ven; and a relationship with epiconvergence
is discussed.

.Berichterstatter: Gerda Schacher und Uwe Schmock
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